
revisions 03-01

Listed below are corrections and clarifications for projects included in the Kentucky Transportation 
Cabinet's Procurement Bulletin for Engineering and Related Services, Bulletin No. 2003-01, dated July 
9, 2002.

Location Maps - Please click on the underlined text to view the project location maps. 
Please scroll to bottom of page to ensure viewing/reading all revisions.

Pike County, 12-276.00

QUESTION:  Could you please clarify the scope of work on this project. The project description 
section states that this is a Preliminary Engineering and Environmental project. Elsewhere in 
the project schedule and scope sections it appears to be a project that consists of preliminary 
and final design. Is this the case and, if so, is the approximate fee correct?

ANSWER:  This is a state funded project. We will are seeking "preliminary and final design" 
engineering services for the roadway approaches and advanced situation folder preparation for 
the structure. I believe that the bridge office will determine who will do structures later. THIS IS 
NOT PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL. Environmental services will be 
provided by the Department.

Hickman County, 1-1005.00 & 1-1018.00

QUESTION:  The Project description states that the bridges are located 1.1 miles and 0.95 
miles south of KY 94.  This is inconsistent with the project map that is included with the 
bulletin.  Would you confirm the location of the two bridges? 
ANSWER:  The correct route is KY 944. 
CLARIFICATION:  Under Prequalification Requirements - Rural Roadway Design less than 
$250,000

Shelby and Jefferson Counties, 5-65.0 & 65.01 
QUESTION:  As we started to put our information together for this project, we believe that 
there are requirements of the project that warrant a longer write-up than the normal two 
pages.  Specifically, we have been asked to address project management and project 
phasing.  Each of these items require some additional room in the project approach beyond 
discussion of the project design and other normal items.  We would request that consideration 
be given to permit perhaps five pages for this project's approach. 
ANSWER:  Due to project management and project phasing of this project,  two (2) additional 
pages will be allowed in the project approach section. 
QUESTION:  May  sub-consultants also submit additional pages in the project approach 
section? 
ANSWER:   A total of four pages will be allowed on this project.  In the project approach 
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section, that number is all inclusive for  the prime and sub-consultant team(s).

 

 

 

James C. Grider, P.E., Director 
Division of Professional Services 
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 
(502) 564-4555 

Revised: Thursday, July 25, 2002 
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